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Based on ourprevious successfulmaterial-level verificationof a shape-memorypolymer composite (SMPC) on the SJ-

17 geostationary satellite on a geostationary orbit since November 2016, a structure-level smart solar array was

developed in this study to further verify its overall performance on the SJ-18 geostationary satellite. The two-panel

smart solar array based on shape-memorymaterials was designed and experimentally evaluated. The smart solar array

consisted of two deployable solar panels, which were locked by one shape-memory alloy and two SMPC releasing

mechanisms, and could be released by low shocking through electrical heating. The smart solar arraywas actuated and

deployed using two groups of SMPC hinges. A series of tests was conducted to evaluate the main performance of the

smart solar array. The tests included structural dynamics (folded state: sinusoidal sweep vibration, shocking,

acceleration, and noise; and deployed state: mode, sinusoidal sweep vibration, and flexibility), thermal design, locking

and releasing, and deployment. This smart solar array satisfied the design requirements, including the fundamental

natural frequency in a folded state at 80 Hz, maximum the locking force at 2000 N. Based on the structure-level

systematical evaluation, the SMPC shows prospect to be used in next-generation superlarge deployment structures.

I. Introduction

S PACE deployable structures (e.g., solar arrays, trusses, and

antennas) based on smart materials have been developed in

recent years [1]. Origami-inspired materials and structures may be

applied for space deployable solar arrays or trusses through stacked

Miura origami with flexible crease lines [2]. A tip-extending soft

robot can increase its length for deployment and reconfiguration of

new-generation space deployable antennas [3].

As traditional structure materials, fiber-reinforced polymer com-
posites have been widely used in aerospace structures. In the design
of these traditional composite structures, the large geometrical defor-
mation should be forbidden to avoid structure instability, and hence
themaximum strain of traditional composites is usually selected to be
lower than 0.5% [4]. In recent years, research on flexible composites
for space deployable structures has been active [5–11]. To realize
automatic deployment without external force actuation, the high-
strain composite structures with internal stowed strain energy have
been proposed. The maximum reversible strain of thin-wall high-
strain composite structures could be as high as 1.5–2%,which almost
approaches the strain limit of composite materials [5–7]. In this way,
the thin-wall high-strain composite structures could produce large
macroscopic deflection and angular deformation through a specific
direction stiffness coupling design as well as reduce thickness [9,10].
For instance, with the maximum strain of 1.5% of a thin-walled high-
strain composite (thickness of 0.2 mm), its minimum radius of
curvature can reach 6.66mm. This thin-walled high-strain composite
structure can be used for space autoexpanding structures. On the basis
of these design ideas, the rollout solar array (ROSA) was developed
by NASA and the U.S. Air Force Laboratory, and its deployment on
the International Space Station was successfully verified in 2016
[12,13]. The ROSA deployable structure [12,13] adopts a thin-wall
high-strain composite material (maximum strain is supposed to be
approximately 1.5%), and the maximum thickness of the structure is
approximately 0.2 mm under the general design requirement of the
unfolding/folding ratio.
Shape-memory polymers (SMPs) are variable-stiffness materials

[14]. When the temperature of a SMP is much lower than its glass
transition temperature Tg, its stiffness and creep effect are at the same
level of traditional plastics [15]; When it is above the Tg, the SMP is

soft and the strain limit could be as high as 100%. In this way, fiber-
reinforced SMP composites (SMPCs) show compressive or bending
large-deformation characteristics in a soft SMP matrix above Tg

[16–23]. Given the microbuckling of fibers in the soft SMP matrix,
the maximum reversible compressive strain of SMPCs can reach
8–10% [19,22]. Therefore, with the same form of structural design
as the thin-wall high-strain composite (thickness 0.2 mm), the maxi-
mum thickness of SMPC structures can reach as high as 0.6 mmwith
the same curvature [19,22], and therefore they could significantly
improve the stiffness and fundamental frequency of the foldable
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space structure in the deployed state. However, under the premise that
the fundamental frequency of the deployed state is constant, the
ultimate expansion area is much larger in the deployable structure
based on the SMPC than in the thin-wall high-strain composites [21–
23]. In summary, the SMPC and its space deployable structure
demonstrate the following advantages:
1) Given microbuckling, the SMPC structure can be bent and

folded to obtain a large expansion/contraction rate and maintain a
high fundamental frequency [22,23], which can be applied to space
deployable hinges, trusses, and antennas.
2) SMPC structures have dual functions, namely, structural load-

ing and active deformation actuation [24,25]; these functions may be
used for the locking and releasing mechanisms.
The triggering process of the SMPC is determined by the Tg of the

SMPmaterial. It requires the damping to be large, the releasing duration
to be long (10–30 s), and the shocking to be low (less than 1g). Thus, it
may overcome the reliability risk of shocking-sensitive components in
satellites caused by the huge transient shocking in the releasing process
of traditional electroexplosive devices (releasing duration: 0.02–0.05 s,

and transient shocking: 3 × 102 − 3 × 105g) [26,27].
Several experiments in low Earth orbit have been conducted to

evaluate the shape-memory effect (SME) of SMPs or SMPCs, includ-
ing the TEMBO® elastic memory composite hinge and gravity
gradient boom [16,17], as well as SMP foam [28,29]. To expand
their applications to a broad space environment, Li et al. developed
and conducted an evaluation of the SME of a deployable solar array
substrate fabricated using epoxy-based SMPC laminates in a geosta-
tionary orbit (36,000 km) in November 2016 [30]. Its shape recovery
ratio was 100%, and the surface was observed through a hand–eye
camera outside the satellite in December 2018.
The explosion shock generated by the traditional electroexplosive

device during unlocking is a serious mechanical environment expe-
rienced by nearly all spacecraft [31–33]. Shape-memory-alloy-based
releasing devices [34,35] show the following advantages over the
traditional electroexplosive device: these devices can reduce shock-
ing during separation and releasing, no harmful gases or debris are
generated when gunpowder is burned or exploded, and they do not
pollute the surrounding environment. SMAs can be used multiple
times; thus, they are convenient for test verification, and the reliability
of the release devices is easy to ensure [36]. The components of a unit
mass can output additional power with SMAs. The miniaturization
and weight reduction of the connection and separation devices are
realized, and the launch cost of the spacecraft is reduced [37].
Considering the deformation behavior of the SMA and SMPC, the

thermal–mechanical constitutive relations involve three key param-
eters, namely, stress, strain, and temperature. The SMA releasing
mechanisms, SMPC releasing mechanisms, and SMPC deployable
mechanisms are expected to be applied to the next generation of
superlarge deployable structures, such as flexible solar arrays, hoods,
and solar sails. These mechanisms may play important roles in the
innovation and development of aerospace technology.
On the basis of Li et al.’s previous evaluation of SMPCs in mission

SJ-17 in a geostationary orbit (36,000 km) [30], a space deployable
smart solar array without a traditional electroexplosive device or
mechanical hinge driving structurewas proposed in the present study.
The SMPC was used to fabricate releasing and deployment devices,
and the SMA was used to fabricate the releasing devices. In accor-
dancewith China’s aerospace standards, the design and performance
evaluations of a smart solar array based on shape-memory materials
were systematically conducted.

II. Structural Design and Analysis of the Smart Solar
Array

A. Main Design of the Smart Solar Array

The smart solar array consists of two solar panels. It is locked by
one SMA- and two SMPC-based releasing mechanisms. Then, this
device is released by electrical heating the two types of releasing
devices and finally deployed using four SMPC-based hinges (two
90 deg and two 180 deg hinges) through electrical heating.When it is
deployed, the self-locking mechanism is triggered to maintain the

deployment configuration and structural stiffness. The smart solar

array is composed of the following six parts (Fig. 1 and Table 1):

structural frame (I), solar panels (two pieces; II), SMA releasing

mechanism (III), SMPC releasing mechanisms (two groups; IV),

SMPC hinge actuation mechanisms (V), hold-down mechanism

(VI), and self-locking mechanism (VII). Considering the unfolding

process, two SMPC hinges (V-1; predeformation angle of 90 deg and

total power of 100W) connect the base (satellite deck) with the solar

panel (II-1). Another two SMPC hinges (V-2; predeformation angle

of 180 deg and total power of 100 W) connect solar panel II-1 with

solar panel II-2. The outermost size of this solar array structure is

628 × 650 × 185 mm in folded shape and 381 × 650 × 1379 mm
during and after deployment. During the deployment process, the

length decreases from 628 to 381 mm, whereas the height increases

from 185 to 1379 mm. The structural installation position was

reserved on the side deck of the satellite and punched holes for

connection of the solar array. All SMPChinges have a shape recovery

rate of approximately 98–100%. The overall weight of the smart solar

array is 11.8 kg.

B. Design of the Solar Panel and Mainframe

Figure 2 illustrates the structural design (Fig. 2a) and physical

object (Fig. 2b) of solar panel II-1. The solar array consists of two

deployable solar panels. The solar panels are aluminum honeycomb

sandwich panel structures, which effectively reduce theweight under

Table 1 Main parameters of the smart solar arrays

Items Value

Mass 11.8 kg
Structure Two solar panels, deployment in two steps
Folded outermost size �628� 5� mm × �648� 1� mm × �185� 5� mm

Deployment
outermost size

�381� 2� mm × �632� 2� mm × �1379� 5� mm

First frequency in a
folded configuration

79.70 Hz

Deployment duration Total deployment time of 10–12 min
Heating power 90 deg hinge: 25 W (250 Ω); a 180 deg hinge:

25 W (250 Ω)
SMA releasing mechanism: 18 W (7.8 Ω)
SMPC releasing mechanism: 29 W (250 Ω)

Transition temperature 90 deg hinge: 150°C; 180 deg hinge: 150°C
SMA releasing mechanism: 95°C

SMPC releasing mechanism: 210°C
Shape recovery ratio 98–100%
Design life 2 years

Fig. 1 Smart solar arrays: a) structural design, and b) physical objects.
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the premise of ensuring structural strength. In Fig. 2, the aluminum

embedded parts on the four sides around the solar panel are designed

to realize the installation of the locking mechanism and hinge joint.

The four corners are also punched with holes for easy lifting. The
chamfer has two rectangular embedded parts with pinholes inside for

pressing. The dimensions of the aluminum honeycomb sandwich

panel are 500 × 500 × 19 mm, with a resistance temperature of−100
to �120°C and a weight of 2.5 kg (10 kg∕m2 and thickness

of 19 mm).
Regarding the structure design of a space flight hardware, some

strict constraint conditions should be satisfied. For the structure

design of the smart solar arrays, the primary constraint conditions

include the total mass of ≤ 15 kg, the area of a single solar panel of
0.5 × 0.5 m (total two solar panels), a fundamental frequency of

≥ 80 Hz, and enough strength. One cycle of structure optimizing

design usually undergoes the following steps (as shown in Fig. 3):

1) structure design, 2) simulation analysis by the finite element

method (FEM), 3) vibration experiments, 4) FEM model modifica-

tion, and 5) optimized structure design. For the FEM analysis, the
solar panelwasmodeled using shell elements, and themainframewas

modeledwith solid elements. In particular, the connecting stiffness of

the FEM was difficult to be specified, which may mainly affect the

dynamics performance. To artificially adjust the connecting stiffness

of adjacent components at some essential positions, the beam ele-

ments were used in the FEM model. In the initial stage of FEM
analysis of the smart solar array in a folded state, the connecting

stiffness was specified to a certain value based on experiences. After

the sinusoidal sweep vibration test, the first and second natural

frequencies, strains, and stresses at some important locations could

be obtained. On the basis of these experimental results, the special

beam elements were artificially adjusted to make the FEM natural
frequencies approach the experimental results. Meanwhile, as deter-

minant conditions, the FEM stresses should also approach the accord-

ing experimental results. Through the aforementioned model

adjustment based on experimental results, the adjusted FEM model

was considered as a “real numerical model” of the smart solar arrays.

Base on this adjusted FEM model, the structural optimization can be

conducted. That is, on the premise that the strength satisfied the related

demands and the fundamental frequency was higher than 80 Hz, the

mass should be reduced as much as possible. After that, the structure

design and corresponding FEM model were modified in the second

turn of the optimization stage. Then, the vibration performance was

tested again. In thisway, aftermore than three primary turns of structure

optimization, the current form of structure design was obtained, where

the lowest value of experimentally fundamental frequency was

79.70 Hz in theX direction and the mass was reduced to 11.8 kg. Note

that, due to the complex optimization procedures, another paperwill be

published to specifically study the mechanical optimization design.

Themainframe is composed of a double inverted trapezoidal fixing

bracket, double X-shaped fixing frames, struts, and hinge connecting

bases. The inverted trapezoidal bracket is directly connected to the

satellite deck. To increase the rigidity of the entire structure, the

X-shaped bracket is connected to the base of the 90 deg hinge using

the struts. Figures 4a and 4b depict the design and physical objects

of the bottom view of the frame structure, respectively. To facilitate

the understanding of the structural design, Fig. 4c exhibits the

design of the front view of the solar array excluding the honeycomb

sandwich panel. The solar array has four metallic bases connected to

the satellite deck: each ofwhich has four bolt holes at the four corners,

and the center distance of the bolt holes is 100 mm. The frame

material is made of aerospace-grade 7075 aluminum. The processing

technology and precision control strictly follow the related aerospace

standards. The surfaces with relatively moving contacts are treated

with molybdenum to prevent cold welding between the friction

components. All processing and manufacturing departments are

qualified for China’s aerospace.

C. SMA Releasing and Pretensioning Mechanisms

The releasingmechanism ismainly based on an SMAexpander, as

demonstrated in Fig. 5a, mounted at the center of the bottom of the

support plate (Fig. 5b). The SMA expander is composed of an SMA

rod, a slotted titanium rod, a limit hollow cylinder, a cushion, and a

support plate. Figure 5 shows its SMA expander physical objects

(Fig. 5a1), design of SMA expander in locked state (Fig. 5a2),

Fig. 2 Structural design and physical objects of the smart solar array:
a) structural design, and b) physical objects.

Fig. 3 Illustration of structure optimization of the smart solar array.

Fig. 4 Design and physical objects of frame structure of smart solar

array: the design a) and physical objects b) of the bottom view of the
frame structure; the design of the front view of the solar array c) exclud-
ing the honeycomb sandwich panel.
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released SMA expander (Fig. 5a3), and broken titanium rod
(Fig. 5a4).
The pretensioning mechanism (Fig. 5c1) includes a pretensioning

head (Fig. 5c2), a spherical pin (Fig. 5c3), a pressing rod. and a
torsion spring (Fig. 5c4). The shaft is directly mounted on the
inverted trapezoidal fixing bracket, and the torsion spring is arranged
on this shaft. The spherical pins in the holes are fixed at the four
corners of the solar panel. The Kevlar string provides a pulling force
at one end of the pressing rod; thus, the pressing rod rotates around
the shaft, and the inclined surface of the pressing rod is pressed
against the inclined surface of the solar panel to provide a vertical
downward and horizontal pressing force. Simultaneously, the
coordination of the spherical pinholes at the four corners constrains
the freedom of the remaining directions of the solar panel to achieve
locking. In Fig. 5c2, the pretensioning head is composed of a pre-
tensioning ball head, a pretensioning cylinder, a pretensioning bolt, a
nut, a Kevlar fiber rope, and a steering device. A section of the Kevlar
string is connected to the SMA expander through two pretensioning
mechanisms using two steering devices. The tension on the Kevlar
string is changed by adjusting the pretensioning thread to achieve the
designed pretensioning force.
The SMA expander pulls the Kevlar string before and during the

launch of the satellite. Thus, the pressure bars firmly press the four
bottoms of the solar panel to ensure the reliable application and
retention of the locking force. When the solar array is positioned
on the space orbit with the satellite, the SMA expander is electrically
heated, and the SMA expander deforms to break the titanium rod
(Fig. 5b; processes 3 and 4). The titanium rod slides along the limited
hollow cylinder to the two ends and hits the cushion (Fig. 5b, process
1); the Kevlar string is released, and the pretensioning rod returns to

the initial state under the action of the torsion spring to release the

hard connection (Fig. 5b; processes 1–5); and thus, the smart solar
array can be freely deployed (Fig. 5b; process 6).

D. SMPC Releasing Mechanisms

In addition to the SMA releasingmechanism, the releasingmecha-
nism system of the solar array developed in this study contains an

SMPC releasing mechanism (Fig. 1; item IV), wherein double pieces
of SMPC laminates are bent and pressed on both sides of the solar

panel (Fig. 1; item II-2). The SMPC releasing mechanism must be
electrically heated after unlocking the SMA releasing mechanism.
The SMPC releasing mechanism primarily consisted of a SMPC

locking/releasing laminate, which was a carbon-fiber-reinforced

SMP. The matrix of the composite was a cyanate-based SMP with

Tg � 210°C, which was synthesized by Xie et al. [38]. The reinforce-

ment of the compositewas two layers of commercial carbon-fiber twill

fabrics (TorayT300-3K), whichwas layered at�45∕ − 45 deg along
the length direction of the SMPC laminate. The SMPC locking/

releasing laminate was made by vacuum-assisted resin transfer mold-
ing [39]. The thickness of the SMPC locking/releasing laminate was

1.6mmwith the carbon fiber reinforcement of 25% involume fraction.
Considering the systematical material parameters (e.g., dynamic

mechanics versus temperature, elastic modulus and strength of elon-
gation, bendingmodulus and strength, shape recovery ratio, relaxation,

and creep properties), the composite structure was designed using the
theory of bending large-deformation based on previous studies by Lan

et al. [19,22]. Especially due to fiber microbuckling in the relatively
soft SMPmatrix, the SMPC locking/releasing laminate could obtain a

maximum 10% reversible compressive strain at macroscale. In this
way, in order to obtain a high unfolding/folding ratio, the maximum

compressive strain on the inner surface was designed as about 7.58%
considering the safety margin, and therefore the minimum curvature

radius could be as small as 20 mm (material thickness of 1.6 mm).
For the SMPC releasing mechanism, one electrical heating chip

was attached on the outer side of the SMPC locking/releasing lam-

inate to realize the electrical heating for the SMPC. A heat insulation
multilayer component was used to ensure the temperature of the

SMPC releasing mechanism between −120 and �50°C on orbit.
Therefore, the outer surface of the SMPC releasing mechanism was

coveredwith five units of heat insulationmultilayer components, and
the outermost layer was a single-sided aluminum-plated antistatic

F46 film.
In Fig. 6, the curved laminate in the locked state gradually returns

to the straight released state, and then the two solar panels are in the

releasable state. Then, the SMPC hinges are electrically heated, and
the smart solar array is actuated for deployment. Note that, because of

the complexity of the research and development of SMPC releasing
mechanism, another paper will be published to specifically discuss

its whole process of design, including SMPC material properties,
structural mechanics theory, design, and deployment performance

evaluations.

E. SMPC Hinges

The actuationmechanisms include four SMPC hinges, namely, two

90 deg hinges (Fig. 7a) and two 180 deg hinges (Fig. 7b). The related
design, analysis, characterization, and ground-based evaluation of the

Fig. 5 SMA-based releasing and pretensioning mechanism: a1)–a4)
SMA expander physical objects; b) SMA expander mounted at center
of bottom of support plate and releasing processes 1–6; c1)–c4) preten-
sioning and pressing mechanism.

Fig. 6 SMPC-based releasing mechanism: a) illustration from locked
state to released state, b) locked state of physical objects, and c) released
state of physical objects.
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SMPC hinges have been published in previous literature by Liu et al.
[40]. The 90 deg hinges connect the base with solar panel-1; the
180 deg hinges connect solar panel 1 and solar panel 2. The main
components of each hinge are two pieces of curved SMPC laminates,
and the hinge was made into the shapes of two tape springs located in
the opposite directions. During the bending deformation, as shown in
Fig. 7a1, the inner SMPC laminate is bent in the equal sense, and the
outer one is in the opposite sense. Each curved SMPC laminate was
attached with electrically resistive films for joule heat excitation to
trigger the shape recovery. The hinges act as a load-carrying structure
and a deployment actuationmechanism. The SMPC is an epoxy-based
carbon-fiber-reinforced composite at a glass transition temperature of
150°C. The smart solar array is folded before launching the satellite.
When the satellite reaches the predetermined orbit and the deployment
command is released, the SMPC hinges are electrically heated using a
satellite power supply system.When the temperature reaches the glass
transition temperature, the bent 90 or 180 deg SMPC hinge returns to
the original straight shape, and the smart solar array realizes the
deployment.

F. Self-Locking Mechanism for Solar Panels

When the SMPC hinges have driven a solar panel, the self-lock-
ingmechanism is also required to lock its deployed state rigidly. The
90 deg locking mechanism connects the base with solar panel 1; the
180 deg locking mechanism connects solar panel 1 and solar panel
2. In Fig. 8, the self-locking mechanism is composed of a position-
ing pin, a movable rod, and a positioning pin hole. With the
unfolding of the solar panel, the movable rod rotates around the
shaft simultaneously, and the positioning pin gradually slides along
the movable rod. When the SMPC hinges deploy into the desired
angle, the dowel will automatically inset into the pinhole to lock the
deployed solar, which is also a structural component for the
deployed solar panel. At the same time, the microswitch is trigged
when its reed contacts the baffle at the end of the movable rod. The
trigging signal of the microswitch will immediately transfer from
the SJ-18 satellite on Earth synchronous orbit to the ground, which
could indicate that the solar panel has been deployed into the desired
configuration.

G. Deployment Procedure for the Smart Solar Array

Themain deployment procedure of the smart solar array based on
the SMPC hinge is as follows. At the unfolded state (Fig. 9a), the
smart solar array is locked through the SMA releasing/pretension-
ing mechanism, and the pretensioning force in the Kevlar string is
adjusted using a pretightening thread, which provides a reasonable
locking stiffness, and therefore constrains the smart solar array.
When the SMA expansion device is electrically heated, the expan-
sion deformation rapidly breaks the titanium rod of the groove, and

the Kevlar string pulls the titanium rod along the limited hollow

cylinder to the two ends and hits the cushion. Then, the pressure rod

rotates around the shaft under the action of the torsion spring and

releases four pressure feet on the solar panel. Then, the SMPC

releasing mechanism is gradually unfolded through electrical heat-

ing, and the constraint of the smart solar array is completely

removed. The 90 deg SMPC hinge is then electrically heated to

return to its original straight state, and the solar array expands to the

state, as presented in Fig. 9b. Moreover, to lock solar panel 1 in the

deployment state using the 90 deg locking mechanism, the movable

rod rotates around the shaft while the smart solar array is in the

intermediate state, and the positioning pin slides along the movable

rod to the positioning hole. Subsequently, the 180 deg SMPC hinge

is electrically heated, and the smart solar array is deployed. In a

procedure similar to the 90 deg locking mechanism, the 180 deg

locking mechanism locks solar panel 2, and the final state is

illustrated in Fig. 9c.

Fig. 7 SMPC hinge: a1–a2) 90 deg hinge, and b1–b2) 180 deg hinge.

Fig. 8 Design and physical objects of the self-locking mechanism of the
solar panel: a) structural design, b) physical objects in folded state, and c)
physical objects in deployed state.

Fig. 9 Deployment procedureof the smart solar array: a) folded state, b)
intermediate state, and c) deployment state.
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III. Experimental Evaluation of the Main Performance
of the Smart Solar Array

A. Structural Dynamics Performance

The structural dynamics tests mainly determine whether the
structure is damaged under the ground simulated mechanical con-
ditions of a folded state andwhether it ensures its structural stiffness
in a deployed state. Structural mechanical property tests include
sinusoidal sweep vibration, shock, acceleration, and noise in a
folded state andmode; sinusoidal sweep; and stiffness in a deployed
state.

1. Sinusoidal Sweep Vibration Test (Folded State)

One sinusoidal sweep vibration test for the folded smart solar
array has three steps, as follows: 0.2g characteristic sweep, accep-
tance level of sweep evaluation, and the repeated 0.2g characteristic
sweep. In each step, the sweeping vibration tests were conducted in
three directions, as depicted in Fig. 10, where the X, Y, and Z
directions are defined. Four unidirectional accelerometers (point
1–point 4) were used to test the acceleration response. As the SMPC
hinges and SMPC releasing mechanisms were sensitive compo-
nents, point 1 and point 2 were located on the SMPC hinge and
SMPC releasing mechanism, respectively. Furthermore, because
the corners of the solar panel were sensitive locations for vibration
testing, point 3 and point 4 were placed on the two adjacent corners
of the solar panel. The test direction of each sensor was changed to
the direction of resonance force when alternating vibrating
direction. Note that three axes’ accelerometers were not used in
the testing, and the cross-coupling vibration responses were not
considered. The 0.2g characteristic sweep was conducted at the
frequency range of 5–1000 Hz, and the acceleration amplitude was
0.2g with a sweep speed of 4 octave per minute (oct/min). For the
acceptance sweep evaluation, the vibration magnitudes in the X
direction are 5–20 Hz, 5 mm (half-amplitude, zero-peek);
20–83 Hz, 8g (4 oct/min); and 83–100 Hz, 7g (4 oct/min). In the
Y and Z directions, the vibration magnitudes are 5–20 Hz, 5 mm;
and 20–100 Hz, 8g (4 oct/min). Then, the repeated 0.2g character-
istic sweep was performed to evaluate the dynamics stability. Video
recording was performed during the experiment to observe any
damage. The structural inspection was performed after each
experiment.
The dynamics responses of a typical measuring point (point 1

highlighted in Fig. 10) in three directions are summarized in Table 2
and Fig. 11. From the 0.2g sinusoidal characteristic sweeping results,
the first natural frequency of the smart solar array is constant at
approximately 87 Hz in the X and Z directions. In Y direction after

an 8g sinusoidal sweep vibration, the fundamental frequency
dropped from 121.00 to 112.7 Hz, which indicated the variation of
structural status. Hence, the structure of the smart solar array was
carefully checked, and a screw was found to be loose because of the
inadequate pretightening torsion during assembling. Therefore, a
new screw was used, and the 1.2-time rated pretightening torsion
was applied on it. Furthermore, the silicon rubber was overlaid on the
surface of the new screw; and after solidification, it could prevent
loosening of the screw.
From the 8g acceptance vibration evaluation results, the ampli-

tudes of the acceleration resonance responses are 34.67g (79.70 Hz)
in the X direction, 38.63g (99.34 Hz) in the Y direction, and 72.44g
(82.41 Hz) in the Z direction. Note that the maximum value of the
peak of the acceleration response in the Z direction was 72.44g,
which exceeded the normalmaximumvalue of 60g. Accordingly, in
order to ensure the structural safety, the structure of the smart solar
array after vibration tests was carefully checked and confirmed to be
free from damage. In addition, according to the general experience,
the first natural frequency of the structures in a folded state should
be no less than 80 Hz. Accordingly, the lowest value of the first
natural frequency was 79.70 Hz in the X direction, which was
considered to satisfy the aforementioned demand. In summary,
through the sinusoidal sweep vibration tests of the folded smart
solar array in the X, Y, and Z directions, the first natural frequencies
and the peaks of acceleration response satisfied the demands of the
related structural dynamics performance for space flight. Upon
passing the performance evaluation in ground simulated vibration
conditions, the structure of the smart solar array exhibited high
enough stiffness and strength to withstand the possible vibration
conditions during the launching process. Furthermore, the reso-
nance amplitudes were also in the range of design prediction that
could ensure the structure safety, evenwhen suffering the resonance
conditions.

2. Shocking Test (Folded State)

To ensure the safety of the smart solar array in the launching
process aboard the satellite, the shocking test under the ground
simulated mechanical conditions of a folded state needs to be evalu-
ated. The shocking test was conducted in three directions, as dem-
onstrated in Fig. 12, to verify the structural reliability of the smart
solar array under a possible shocking condition. The locations of the
accelerometers of the shocking test were the same as those of the
sinusoidal sweep vibration experiments in Fig. 10a. As shown in
Fig. 13a, the shocking spectrum is specified as 100–1500 Hz,
�6dB∕oct; and 1500–4000 Hz, 1600g, where the upper and lower
limits of the shock control curves are also shown. The tests were
repeated at least three times in each direction. As shown in Fig. 13b,
the shocking response duration is approximately 10 μs, and the
maximum amplitude of the transient response is nearly 1000g. The
appearance of the solar array structure after all the shocking tests was
normal, and therefore the smart solar array could withstand the
designed shocking conditions to ensure the safety to ensure the safety
in case of suffering some incident shocking (e.g., launching process,
transportation process).

Fig. 10 Sinusoidal sweep vibration experiments of the smart solar array
(folded state).

Table 2 Sine sweep test results of the smart solar array
(folded state, point 1)

Direction Condition Frequency, Hz Amplitude, g

X 0.2g sweep 87.96 1.69

8g acceptance evaluation 79.70 34.67

Repeated 0.2g sweep 86.93 1.67

Y 0.2g sweep 121.00 6.53

8g acceptance evaluation 99.34 38.63

Repeated 0.2g sweep 112.7 6.30

Z 0.2g sweep 87.96 1.84

8g acceptance evaluation 82.41 72.44

Repeated 0.2g sweep 87.96 2.20
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3. Acceleration Test (Folded State)

An acceleration test is used to evaluate the static or quasi-static

strength when the smart solar array is in the continuous acceleration

conditions. The structural acceleration test was performed on a cen-

trifuge 4m in diameter with a test tolerance of 0–10% at an acceptance

level, as displayed in Fig. 14. The length of the centrifuge arm was

greater than five times the length of the test objects. The force direction

of the component on the centrifugewas consistent with the actual force

direction on the satellite during the launch stage; the loading rate was

less than 5g∕min. In addition, all electrical and electronic components

(including all redundant circuits) during the test were energized as

much as possible tomonitor whether intermittent faults of the sensitive

parameters occur during the launch stage. Components installed on the
brackets were tested in all the three directions, namely, X, Y, and Z
directions. For components requiring additional performance and func-
tional testing, relevant tests were performed before and after the accel-
eration test, including electrical resistance of all the electrical heating
chips and themicroswitches. The acceptance levelwith an acceleration
of 10gwas applied along the three orthogonal axes of the satellite with
the duration of at least 5 min. Video recording was performed during
the acceleration test to observe if the structure was broken. After the

Fig. 11 Frequency response of the sine sweep of the smart solar array (folded state, point 1).

Fig. 12 Shocking test of the smart solar array.

Fig. 13 Spectrum of shocking load (Fig. 13a) and the response result
(Fig. 13b) of the smart solar array in the X direction.
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tests, the structure of the smart solar array was inspected, and all the

components remainednormal.Results indicated that the static or quasi-

static strength of all the components of the smart solar array could

satisfy the continuous acceleration conditions. Especially, it approved

the safety of light components, including the heat insulationmultilayer

components covered on the SMPC locking mechanism as well as

SMPC hinges, F46 film pasted on solar panel, wires, thermocouples,

and microswitches.

4. Noise Test (Folded State)

Under the conditions of a wide frequency range and high-power

noise during the launching process, the thin film components of the

smart solar arraymay crack and break into pieces.Hence, the noise test

should be conducted. During the noise experiment at the acceptance

level, as presented in Fig. 15, the smart solar array was placed on the

table at the center of the reverberation room at a 45 deg angle. No

spongewas observed between the solar panel and the table. Four three-

direction accelerometers were attached to solar panel 2. Figure 16

illustrates the sound pressure level at varied frequency ranges. The

total sound pressure level did not exceed 143.5 dB, given the exper-

imental standard. Video recording was also performed during the

experiment to observe whether the structure was damaged, and the

electrical resistance of the electrical heating chip was measured. The
structure was inspected after each experiment.
The start time of the noise evaluation experiment was 0 dB, and the

test level was 142 dBwith the experiment duration of 60 s. In Fig. 17,

the comparison between the frequency responses of 0 and 40 s
confirmed that the noise responses of the measuring point are con-

sistent at this time. After the noisy evaluation, damagewas not found

on the film components, including electrical heating chips; the heat
insulation multilayer components covered on the SMPC locking

mechanism as well as SMPC hinges; and F46 film pasted on the

solar panel, wires, thermocouples, and microswitches. Therefore, it

revealed that the thin films would be safe under the conditions of a
wide frequency range and high-power noise during launching

process.

5. Vibration Mode Test (Deployed State)

The vibration mode of the smart solar array in a deployed state is

important for the on-orbit attitude control of satellite, and it needs to
test. In Fig. 18, an acceleration sensor was attached to each corner of

every solar panel for data acquisition, transfer function, and modal

analysis. A hammerwith a rubber hammerheadwas used to excite the
full structure to obtain the frequency response characteristics. The

envelope size of the flexible solar array after deployment was

381 × 632 × 1379 mm, wherein the Z direction was perpendicular

to the mounting surface. As the vibration response at the cores of the
solar panel would be more sensitive than those located in the middle,

eight unidirectional accelerometers were placed at the cores of two

solar panels to measure the frequency response and vibration modes.
The testing results indicated that the first natural frequency of the

flexible solar array in the deployed statewas 1.367Hz, and the second

frequencywas 5.664 Hz. Based on design experiences, the minimum

value of the fundamental frequency of deployed structures in space
should be higher than 0.5 Hz, and therefore the fundamental fre-

quency of the smart solar array (1.367 Hz) satisfies the demands of

structure dynamics.

6. Sinusoidal Sweep Vibration Test (Deployed State)

To evaluate the vibration response of the smart solar array in the
deployed state, a sinusoidal sweep experiment was performed to test

whether the structure was damaged under the working condition, as

exhibited in Fig. 19. Two flexible wires were used to hang the
deployed solar array to offset gravity. The sinusoidal excitation force

of the vibrator was applied on the metallic base of the solar array

along theYdirection. The frequency sweep rangewas 5–500Hzwith

a constant acceleration of 0.2g. Because thevibration responses at the
cores of the solar panel would be more sensitive than those located in

the middle, four unidirectional accelerometers were selected to mea-

sure the resonance responses. The locations of point 1–point 4 in
Fig. 19 were the same as those in Fig. 18. Therefore, as shown in

Fig. 19, the four accelerometers are located at the backside of the solar

panel, as highlighted by the labels of point 1–point 4. Measuring

Fig. 14 Acceleration test (Fig. 14a) and the control curve (Fig. 14b) in
the Z direction.

Fig. 15 Noise evaluation experiment of the smart solar array.

Fig. 16 Sound pressure levels at varied frequency range for noise

evaluation experiment of the smart solar array.
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points 1–4 obtained the maximum peak-to-peak response values of

1.35, 2.68, 1.54, and 2.83g, correspondingly.

7. Flexibility Test (Deployed State)

Due to the orbital transfer of satellite, the shocking may apply on

the deployed smart solar array, and therefore its deflection and

strength need to be evaluated under possible shocking. In addition,

if the deflection of the deployed smart solar array exceeds 100 cm, it

will affect the working of the other adjacent experimental products

aboard on the east deck of the satellite. In accordance with the design
of the orbit dynamics of the satellite, the shock limit on the geosta-

tionary orbit could be equivalent to the 0.2g quasi-static loading

applied to the smart solar array. The balloon suspension method

was adopted to test the flexibility of the smart solar array in the

deployed state. The base of the smart solar array was fixed, and the

weight of each solar panel was unloaded through a rope connected to

helium-filled balloons. The balance weight was suspended on the

balloon to position the solar panel as desired. In this quasi-static

flexibility test, 0.2g extra weight was statically added to the balloon

on the basis of the balanced state. The results indicated that the

maximum deflection of the solar array panel is at the tip point, and
the deflection of the panel is less than 5.2 cm (at a distance of 20 cm

from the fixed end).
In addition, the 0.2g quasi-static test was extended to a series of

transient shockings (namely, 0.07, 0.1, and 0.2g) to understand the

flexibility characteristics of the smart solar array in the deployed state

under increasingly serious conditions. In this flexibility test of transient

shocking, certain extra weight was transiently added to the balloon on

the basis of the balanced state. Specifically, when the counterweight

was instantaneously released, the video recorded the dynamical deflec-

tion of the two solar panels. Under the transient shockings of 0.07, 0.1,
and 0.2g, themaximumamplitudes at the tip of the solar arraywere 31,

33, and 68 cm, respectively; the maximum amplitudes at a distance of

20 cm from the fixed end of the solar array were 5.1, 5.5, and 11.2 cm.

The solar panel showed a higher oscillation amplitude in the transient

shocking than in the quasi-static test.
After the quasi-static and transient shocking tests, the appearance

and function of all the components were carefully checked, and no

Fig. 17 Acceleration responses at 0 and 40 s at a typical point of the noise evaluation experiment of the smart solar array at X, Y, and Z directions.

Fig. 18 Vibration mode test of the smart solar array in the deployed
state.

Fig. 19 Sine sweep vibration test of the smart solar array (the four
measuring points are located at the backside of the solar panel as high-
lighted labels of point 1–point 4).
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damage was found in the structure. All the deflection amplitudes in
the quasi-static and transient shocking tests satisfied the design of the
stiffness and strength demands. The maximum deflection (68 cm,
under the transient shocking of 0.2g) was smaller than the deflection
limit (100 cm), and therefore it would not affect the working of the
other adjacent experimental products aboard on the east deck of the
satellite.

B. Thermal Design and Vacuum Performance Verification

The satellite that carries the smart solar array was designed to be
located on the geostationary orbit. The orbital height was 36,000 km,
and the orbital period was greater than two years. The long-term
sunshine mode was extensive on the geostationary orbit. The SMA
and SMPC releasingmechanisms and the SMPCdeploymentmecha-
nism had small heat capacities and were significantly affected by the
space environment. The releasing and deployment mechanisms were
mainly composed of SMA or SMPC materials, which were thermo-
sensitive materials. The transition temperatures of the SMA and the
SMPC of the releasing mechanisms were 95 and 210°C, correspond-
ingly. The transition temperature of the SMPC deployment mecha-
nismswas 150°C. Therefore, considering the safetymargin, themain
thermal control requirement was that the temperature of all compo-
nents on the orbit is between −120 and�50°C.
In accordance with the aforementioned requirements, a thermal

design scheme of the corresponding passive thermal control mea-
sures (namely, heat insulationmultilayer components) was used. The
thermal design of the smart solar array covered the thermal scheme
and the corresponding simulation analysis, the installation of heat
insulation components, the thermal balance experiment, and the
evaluation of thermal vacuum cycling. Considering its complexity,
another paper will detail the thermal design of the smart solar array in

the near future. The present study only briefly introduces the thermal
design and experimental validation of the smart solar arrays. In
accordance with the external heat flow analysis results and the
trajectory and structural characteristics, the following thermal control
measures were determined, as displayed in Fig. 20:
1) The solar panel is covered with five units of heat insulation

multilayer components, and the outermost layer of the multilayer
insulation components is a single-sided aluminum-plated antistatic
F46 film.
2) The solar panel +X direction has a heat-dissipating surface,

which was pasted with F46 film with an area of 0.25 m2.
3) Ten-millimeter polyimide heat insulation pads are installed

between the base of the smart solar array and the satellite deck.
To verify the thermal design scheme of the smart solar array,

acceptance-level thermal vacuum testing was conducted in a thermal
vacuum tank. The temperature control pointwas located inside the heat
insulation multilayer of the 90 deg hinge. The temperature measure-
ments had35points. The testing conditions and environmental require-
ments were listed as follows: vacuum degree ≤ 6.65 × 10−3 Pa; low
temperature and tolerance of −95°C (−4–0°C); high temperature and
tolerance of 60°C (0–� 4°C); number of thermal cycles of 3.5 times;
temperature change rate: average temperature change rate
≥ 1°C∕min; and thermal balance: temperature fluctuation is smaller
than 0.5°C in 4 h. In Fig. 21, the thermal balance results indicated that
the temperatures of the key points satisfied the design specifications.

C. SMA Releasing Mechanism

The SMA tube is the main component of the SMA releasing
mechanism. The material of the SMA is Ti-6Al-4V (TC4). The
resistance of an SMA rod is 7.8 Ω with an actuation voltage of
12 Vand a power of 18W.When heated above the transition temper-

Fig. 20 Flexible heat insulation multilayer components (Fig. 20a) and the thermal vacuum test (Fig. 20b) of the smart solar array.

Fig. 21 Temperature history of the thermal balance of the smart solar array.
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ature (95°C) of the SMA tube, the length of the SMA tube increased,

and its maximum force exceeded 10,000 N.When the SMA tubewas

electrically heated, the length of the SMA tubewas increased to apply

a braking force to the slotted bolt in the axial direction, and the slotted

bolt was broken at its weak portion. After fracturing the slotted bolt,

both parts of the bolt had a certain amount of kinetic energy, and the

broken bolts are buffered and stored by the capturing cap. The

calibration results indicated that a locking force of 2000 N can be

reliably applied to the bolt by applying a torque of 6.67 N∕m to the

titanium nut using a torque wrench. To evaluate the releasing perfor-

mance at varying ambient temperatures comprehensively, the

releasing tests were conducted using the results summarized in

Table 3. The unlocking time of the SMA releasing mechanism could

be completed within 40 s.

D. SMPC Releasing Mechanism and SMPC Deployment Hinge

For the SMPC releasing mechanism, the locking performancewas

characterized by testing the recovery angle of the locking SMPC

laminate after a certain period of time in a certain environment. The

SMPC locking laminate has a bending radius of 8 mm and a bending

angle of 145 deg. The releasing mechanism was maintained at an

ambient temperature of 85°C (35°C higher than the highest temper-

ature in the thermal design; that is, 50°C) for 240 h. The results

indicate that the fixing rate of the SMPC locking laminate is 100%.

Regarding the viscoelastic effect, the cyclic loading and unloading

experiments of the SMPC have been conducted at a temperature of

120°C [15]. The stress–strain curves show an obvious hysteresis,

reflecting the energy dissipation and the stress relaxation during each

cycle. The results also demonstrate that the SMPCholds the ability to

repeatedly deform and recover without losing the shape-memory

effect.

The recovery performance of the SMPC releasing mechanism and

SMPC hinges was tested under a vacuum environment (1 × 10−3 Pa,
25°C), as exhibited in Fig. 22. The shape recovery duration of the

single SMPC hinge was approximately 110–120 s with a shape

recovery ratio of 98–100% under an actuation power of 50 W

(250 Ω) for each hinge. The maximum shape recovery torsion was

0.15–0.20 N∕m. The shape recovery duration of the SMPC releasing

mechanismwas approximately 240–270 swith a shape recovery ratio

of 90–95% at the actuation power of 29 W (250 Ω).

E. Deployment Evaluation of the Smart Solar Array

In Fig. 23a, the balloon suspension method was designed to over-

come the gravity on the ground to simulate the space microgravity

environment. Solar panel 1 was suspended through four strings

connected to the ring balloon. Solar panel 2 was also suspended

through one string connected to the ring balloon. To adjust the

balance, the balance weight was placed in a small bag hanging on

each string. The 90 deg SMPC hinge connected the base with solar

panel 1; and the 90 deg SMPC hinge connected solar panel 1 with

solar panel 2.

Table 3 Unlocking performance of the SMA releasing
mechanism at varying ambient temperatures

Temperature, °C Voltage, V Current, A Releasing time, s

60 9 1.15 25
25 11 1.41 38
−50 16 2.05 39

Fig. 22 Recovery performance of the SMPC releasing mechanism and
SMPC hinges in a vacuum environment (12 × 10−3 Pa, 25°C).

Fig. 23 Unlocking and deployment process of the smart solar array.
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In Figs. 23b–23f, the entire working procedure was recorded in a
23 deg atmospheric environment as follows:
1) The electrical heating circuit and balloon suspension systems

were inspected before deployment. Heating circuit 1was energized at
18.36 W (7.8 Ω). The unlocking operation of the SMA releasing
mechanism was completed within 32 s, which was indicated by the
changes in the microswitch output electric potential. Then, heating
circuit 1 was powered off. In Fig. 24, the maximum acceleration of
the shocking of the SMA releasing mechanism was tested at 13–16g
in 0.005–0.01 s, and the attenuation cutoff time was 0.03 s.
2) Heating circuit 2 was energized, and the SMPC releasing

mechanism was unlocked within 252 s. Meanwhile, heating circuit
2 was powered off.
3) Heating circuits 3 and 4 were energized, and the two 90 deg

SMPC hinges were heated and deployed to the designed position
within 175 s, where the dowel of the 90 deg locking mechanism was
automatically inset into its pinhole and locked deployed solar panel 1.
Afterward, heating circuits 3 and 4 were powered off.
4) Subsequently, heating circuits 5 and 6 were energized, and the

two 180 deg SMPC hinges were heated and deployed to the designed
position within 161 s, where the 180 deg locking mechanism locked
deployed solar panel 2. Finally, heating circuits 5 and 6 were also
powered off.
This smart solar array was installed on the east desk of the SJ-18

satellite (Earth synchronous orbit; 36,000 km), which was launched
by the Long-March-5 Heavy Rocket on 2 July 2017 at theWenchang
Satellite Launching Center of China. The smart solar array success-
fully withstood the harsh mechanics environment of the first 900 s
during the launching process, which preliminary verified the overall
performance of the mechanical design and locking. Unfortunately,
due to the abnormal state of the rocket, the satellite failed to launch
into the designed orbit, and the releasing and deployment perfor-
mance of this smart solar array was not verified on orbit.

IV. Discussions and Future Prospections

In this study, the smart solar array was locked by SMA- and
SMPC-based devices and deployed by SMPC-based actuation
hinges. No traditional electroexplosive devices or mechanical hinge
driving mechanisms were used in this smart solar array. Thus, this
study is a prospective exploration and innovation for the next general
space locking/releasing mechanisms and superlarge space deployable
structures. All designs, simulations, manufacturing, and experiments
strictly followed China’s aerospace standard. After final acceptance
evaluation, the smart solar array was delivered to the China Academy
of Space Technology. Note that this study mainly aimed to investigate
the applications of SMAs and SMPCs in solar arrays. Therefore, the
solar panels were just solar panel substrates, which do not contain
photovoltaic cells.
In summary, the SMA and SMPC releasing mechanisms are

suitable for locking forces below 2000 and 200 N, respectively; their
locking stiffness and deformation ability are stable in eight shape
recovery cycles. The SMPC hinge demonstrates a recovery torsion of
0.1–0.2 N∕m and a shape recovery duration of approximately 3 min;
the shape recovery performance is relatively stable at 10 deformation
cycles. However, in comparisonwith traditional electroexplosive devi-
ces ormechanical hinge drivingmechanisms, SMA- and SMPC-based

releasing or deployablemechanisms still expose someweaknesses. For
the SMA andSMPC releasingmechanisms, the unlocking time cannot
be controlled in a narrow period (SMA releasing mechanism: 25–40 s;
andSMPCreleasingmechanism: 240–270 s) due tomaterial instability
or atmosphere temperature. SMAs and SMPCs are thermosensitive
materials; therefore, the atmosphere temperature of their applications
in releasing or deployment devices must be strictly limited and con-
trolled to at least 15–30°C lower than the transition temperature of the
shape-memorymaterials. The locking stiffness of the SMPCmaterials
remains low, thereby suggesting that these materials can be individu-
ally used for locking the structures with a small mass (e.g., smaller
than 0.5 kg).
This study only provides the general concepts, designs, and exper-

imental evaluation results of the smart solar array. In the future, three
other studies will discuss the following contexts in detail: 1) struc-
tural finite element analysis and optimization of the smart solar array;
2) thermal simulation, design, and experimental verification of the
smart solar arrays; and 3) design and experimental verification of
SMPC releasing mechanisms.

V. Conclusions

In accordancewith China’s aerospace standards and on the basis of
shape-memory materials, the design and performance evaluations of
the smart solar array were conducted to achieve high stiffness lock-
ing, low impact unlocking, and slow controllable deployment. The
smart solar array was locked by one SMA- and two SMP-based
releasing mechanisms and deployed using four SMPC-based hinges.
To evaluate the smart solar array systematically, various performance
tests were conducted, including structural dynamics in a folded state
(sinusoidal sweep vibration, shocking, acceleration, and noise) and a
deployed state (mode, sinusoidal sweep, and flexibility), thermal
design, locking and releasing, deployment, and self-locking after
deployment. The results indicated that the experimental performance
satisfies the design requirements of the smart solar array. Moreover,
the SMA and SMPC releasing mechanisms are suitable for locking
forces below 2000 and 200 N, correspondingly; the locking stiffness
and deformation ability are stable in eight shape recovery cycles for
both models. The SMPC hinge performs a recovery torsion of
0.1–0.2 N∕m and a shape recovery duration of approximately
3 min; the shape recovery performance is relatively stable in 10
deformation cycles. As shape-memory materials, SMAs and SMPCs
possess characteristics of low shocking and repeated usage, thereby
making them suitable for locking separable structures with a small
mass. The SMPCs show a macroscale compressive strain of 8–10%
in the soft state and the same magnitude level of stiffness as the
traditional fiber-reinforced composite in the hard state. Thus, they are
suitable for use in next-generation superlarge space deployment
structures.
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